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PREFACE 

This thesis describes some of the theoretical and experimental investigations on the 

optical properties of chiral liquid crystals namely cholesteric, chiral smectic C (Sc*) 

and magnetically doped cholesteric phases. The main results are briefly summarized 

below. 
L 

Allomalous trallsmission in absorbing cholesterics at oblique illcidellce 

O ~ i e  of the i~lteresting effects i11 the absorbing cllolesteric rnediurri is tllc alior~lalor~s 

transmission. For light propagation along the twist axis of a right handed absorb- 

ing cholesteric medium, it is known that the right circular polarized wave is Bragg 

reflected. Interestingly this Bragg reflected wave is anomalously t rarismi t ted on the 

shorter wavelength side of the reflection band in comparison to the left circularly 

polarized wave which only experiences the average absorption of the medium. A 

similar effect is seen with left circularly polarized light in left handed absorbing 

cholesteric medium. In chapter 2, we have studied this effect of anomalous trans- 

mission at oblique incidence. We consider theoretica.11~ light propagation at oblique 

incidence in absorbing cholesteric liquid crystal in the Bragg mode. We find that the 

nature of the eigenmodes in the medium changes continuously from the circular to 

the linear state with increase in angle of incidence. Using appropriate eigenmodes, 

we have studied theoretically the anomalous transmission in the first and higher 

order Bragg reflections in these systems and its relevance to reported experimental 

results. We show that at high angle of incidence (0; > 55') the eigenmodes inside 

the medium are predominantly linear. At these large angles the Bragg band itself 



splits into three sub-bands. In the presence of positive linear dichroism we fil icl  

that the transverse magnetic (TM) wave undergoes anomalous transmission in the 

short wavelength sub-band. On the other hand with negative linear dichroism, the 

transverse electric (TE) wave gets anomalously transmitted in the long wavelength 

sub-band. The similar effect can also be found in the higher order Bragg rcllcclio~is. 

Also in the non-Bragg reflection region the reflectance becomes polarization depen- 

dent unlike in tlie non-al>sorbing case where it is unity and is i n < l e l ) c ~ ~ t l ( ~ ~ ~ t  of t , 1 1 ( ~  

state of polarization of the incident wave. 

Optical properties of lllaglletically doped cliolesterics 

After tlie tlieoretical work of Drochard and de Gennes on liquid crystal with mag- 

netic grains suspended in them, there have been many studies on different prop- 

erties of ~riagnetically doped nematic (ferronematic), cholesteric (ferrocholesteric) 

and smectic (ferrosmectic) phases. It is important to realize that these dispersed 

grains can not only be transparent but also can exhibit very large inherent Faraday 

rotation whose optical effect has not been worked out by previous investigators. In 

chapter 3 we have shown that this inherent Faraday rotation of the magnetic grains 

can markedly change the optical properties of the ferrocholesterics both in the Bragg 

mode and in the phase grating mode. In the Bragg mode we consider the case wliere 

tllc gt.air~s arc: tl~ag~lctizcd alo~ig tlie twist axis. We use tlie ,Jotlcs N t~~i\.t,rix i,o ~ot . l i  

out tllc optics of fc:rrocliolcstcrics i l l  tlie sliort wavele~~gtli side of  t l ~ c  rcllcctiol~ b a ~ ~ t l .  

We find that depending on the propagation of light being parallel or antiparallel to 

the direction of grain magnetization, the system behaves as a de Vries rotator or as 

a Mauguin retarder. Further, in the phase grating mode we consider the case where 

a .  

11 



the grains are magnetized perpendicular to the twist axis and the magnetization of 

the grains rotating with the local director. In this case the optical periodicity of the 

ferrocholesteric medium is no longer .rr but 27r rotation of index ellipsoid because 

of the magnetization of the grains. We have used Raman Nath theory to compute 

tlie optical diffraction for the linearly polarized light incident nornial to the twist 

axis. Since the optical periodicity is 27r rotation of the index ellipsoid, we get ex- 

tra orders of djfrraction that are not prcsent in rior~rlal cliolcstcrics. Wc also fi11d 

diffraction for arly azimuth of the incident light. We have carried out a detailed 

study of tlie intensity and the polarization of the different diffraction orders. We 

bring out the diKerences between the optical properties exhibited by clloles teric alid 

ferrocholes teric phases. 

Optical diffraction in chiral smectic C liquid crystals: Experimental study 

When a plane wavefront of polarized light is incident perpendicular to the twist 

axis of a chiral smectic C (Sc*) liquid crystalline phase, the medium acts as a olle 

dimensional phase grating. The incident wavefront emerges out of the medium with 

a periodically varying polarization and phase corrugations resulting in the optical 

diffraction. In chapter 4 we have investigated experimentally the intensity and 

polarizatiori features of tlic optical ctiffract,iou in the pllase gratil~g rnotlc of t , l i ( \  Sc* 

phase. 111 our tlct,ailctl exj>criliients we find tliat, for 23, 50 aticl 1251~111 t l i i~k  sa~i i l ) l~s ,  

irrespective of the azimuth of the incident light, all the orders are predominantly 

linearly polarized with azimuth parallel to the twist axis. In the case of 250 pm 

sample, we get two types of behaviour depending upon the temperature of the sample 

; i )  At low temperatures the polarization features are same as that found in the thin 



snllil)lcs. i i )  AI, Iligllcr Ic~iipcra.lnrcs tl~crc is a reversal of ~>olarizatio~i fea.l~~r.cs, i.c.., 

the diffracted light is nearly linearly polarized with azimuth perpendicular to the 

twist axis. The intensity and polarization features of the diffracted light are not in 

agrcclric~it wit11 t l ~ c  tlicorctical results predicted by tl~c: s i l~~p lc  I l i~ .~~la~~-Ni l . l~ l~  t,I~('or.y 

for the Sc* phase. 

Optical diffraction in chiral smectic C liquid crystals: Theoretical study 

r -  l o  accourlt for the experi~nental results discussed it1 the previous cliaptcr, wc llavc 

used a theory based on the Rokoshima and Yamakita (RY) approach for anisotropic 

dielectric gratings to compute the diffraction pattern for Sc* in the phase grating 

mode. This is the subject matter of chapter 5. This theory takes care of the internal 

diffractions inside the sample. It is found that the intensity and polarization of the 

dilfrac t ion ordcrs are scrisi t ive to tlie sample thickness and rnatcrial parasncters, i .c., 

tilt a ~ l g l ~ ,  pitcli a.rit1 birefrillgc~icc. All these para~licters arc tcr~il>cr.;l,t~~r.c~ tlc:l)o~~tlc~r~t~ 

in the Sc* phase. We find the experimental results can be acconritcd for by this 

rigorous tlicory. 111 additioti, one ol the intcrcst,i~ig results ol t11c:sc. c:x;~c.t, c:;~lc-u l;~l,ior~s 

is tlic oscillations in tlic intensity of diflcrent diffraction ordcrs wit11 sa.rrll)l(. tl~ic-l;r~c~ss. 

Using a j)crturbatior~ tllcory wc interpret tlie rnodrllatioris as arisir~g I'rorri ;I corrl)lir~g 

betwccri tlilfcrcrit ordcrs of scattering of tlie diffracted light. 

Optical diffraction in a quasi-periodic liquid crystalliiie llledia 

C~l~ol(*st,c~ri(- l i c 1 ~ ~ i c l  crysta.lli~~c~ ~)Iias(!s will1 pitcli 5 1 ~ I I I  i~~v;~,r.i;~I)ly g o  t,111.o11gl1 I ) I I I ( -  

phases before melting into the isotropic phase. Blue phases (BP) are of three types. 



131' 1 ; ~ r i t l  131' I I  Ili~vc: I~ccll st~r~lctr~rally cltara.ctcrixcd. 13ut t 1 1 ~  S ~ , I . I I ( . ~ I I I X .  01' 131' 

I11 is not yet very well established. Interestingly a particular model of BP 111 has 

quasi-periodic ordering. In view of this model, in chapter 6, we consider a orie 

tlimensiona.l quasi-pcriodic cliolcsteric. This is a quasi-periodic metlium wliicl~ is 

optically a11isotrol)ic i t1  ~ial,t~rc. WC Iiavc addr~sscd O U ~ S C ~ V C S  to a I~ i l )o~ lac~ i  s(:(~II(YI(.(- 

of helically stacked birefringent layers. The optical properties of such a mediu~ri call 

give an insight into the structure of the BP 111. For the light propagation in the Bragg 

mode through such a quasi-periodic structure, we find that the reflection spectrum 

comprises of many reflection bands. The number of Bragg bands increases wit11 

the sample thickness. Each band behaves like a normal cholesteric band. We fintl 

self-siliiilarity in the reIlection spectra. Also the linear dichrosi~n suppresses various 

reflection bands. In the phase grating mode, unlike the normal cholesteric phase, 

we find that the diffraction spectra contain a large number of diffraction orders. 

The position of the intense diffraction peak can be assigned by a pair of integers. 

Interestingly these two integers are not successive Fibonacci nu111bers as found in 

Fibonacci amplitude gratings. 

During our studies 011 the optical diffraction on Sc*, we have also investigated 

this phase using dynamic light scattering. With this technique we liavc calculatc(1 

the visco-elastic coefficients of the compound in the Sc* phase. Apart from the 

Goldstone mode we observe a relatively slow varying mode in tlie Sc* pllaso for tlic 

sample aligned in tlie phase grating geometry. This new mode is nearly independent 

of the scattering vector unlike the Goldstone mode which has a quadratic dependence 

011 tlic scattering vector. Appcndix A carries a brief presentatio~i of this worlc. 



Allart lrolli our sludy 011 optical dilrractio~i in a yuasi-pcriodic cliol<:slc~~ic 11ic<liu111, 

we have also considered diffraction in some more Fibonacci structures. Appendix 13 

contains a summary of the results of this study. 
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